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Abstract
In this paper we address the problem of adequately handling non-deterministic
choices in Generalised Semi-Markov Processes (GSMPs), i.e. probabilistic timed
systems where durations of delays are expressed by means of random variables with
a general probability distribution. In particular we want the probabilistic duration
of a delay not to be decided all at once when the delay starts, but step by step
in each system state (in the theory of GSMPs this corresponds to recording spent
lifetimes instead of residual lifetimes of delays). In this way an adversary cannot take
decisions a priori, based on the knowledge he may get about the future behavior
of the system. In order to accomplish this, we consider Interactive Generalised
Semi-Markov Processes (IGSMPs). We start by formalizing the class of well-named
IGSMP models and the class of Interactive Stochastic Timed Transition Systems
(ISTTSs) which are both closed under CSP parallel composition and hiding. Then,
we introduce a semantics for IGSMPs which maps well-named IGSMP models onto
ISTTSs by recording spent lifetimes of delays. Finally, we show that two weakly
bisimilar IGSMPs give rise to two weakly bisimilar semantic models and that our
semantic mapping is compositional with respect to both CSP parallel composition
and hiding.
1 Introduction
The importance of modeling the behavior of concurrent systems with respect
to time has been widely recognized [18,17,3,10,5]. Moreover due to the fact
that either systems are frequently described at a high level of abstraction,
or the temporal behavior of some system component is inherently probabilis-
tic (e.g. transmission time of a message through a network), it is important
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that the modeling paradigm employed allows for the specication of prob-
abilistic time. To this aim several modeling techniques have been dened
to specify systems including activities with probabilistic exponentially dis-
tributed duration [18,17,3,10,5]. These approaches have the advantage to be
easily tractable from both the modeling and analysis viewpoint since the un-
derlying performance models are just simple Markov Chains. The price to
pay is a strong limitation in the expressiveness of these modeling paradigms,
since even xed (non probabilistic) durations cannot be represented. Some
previous eorts have been made in order to develop models for general dis-
tributions [16,2,9,24,6,14]. In particular in [8] we have recognized that a for-
malism expressing systems with generally distributed delays should originate
from probabilistic models which are well-founded from the viewpoint of prob-
ability theory. More precisely, we have considered Generalised Semi-Markov
Processes (GSMPs), i.e. probabilistic timed systems where durations of de-
lays are expressed by means of random variables with a general probability
distribution. A GSMP describes the temporal behavior of a system by using
elements, which act similarly as clocks of a Timed Automata (see e.g. [23]).
In particular the temporal delays in the evolution of a system are represented
by clocks (elements) whose duration is determined by an associated generally
distributed random variable. In this way the temporal behavior of the system
is \guided" by the events of start and termination of clocks (elements). Fol-
lowing the idea of [17], where the same problem is attacked for exponential
distributions, we have introduced in [6] the possibility of specifying systems
as the parallel composition of subsystems described by GSMPs, by developing
the calculus of Interactive Generalized Semi-Markov Processes (IGSMPs).
An IGSMP represents the behavior of a component by employing both
standard action transitions, representing the interactive behavior of the com-
ponent, and clock start transitions and clock termination transitions, repre-
senting the timed probabilistic behavior of the component. Action transitions
are just standard CCS/CSP transitions: when several action transitions are
enabled in an IGSMP state, the choice among them is just performed non-
deterministically and when IGSMPs are composed in parallel they synchronize
following the CSP [19] approach, where the actions belonging to a given set
S are required to synchronize. Clock start transitions are labeled with a
clock name and a weight and represent the event of start of a temporal delay
whose probabilistic duration is given by the distribution associated with the
clock. When several clock start transitions are enabled in an IGSMP state,
the choice among them is performed probabilistically according to the weights
of the transitions. Clock termination transitions are labeled with a clock name
and represent the event of termination of the corresponding temporal delay.
A system stays in a state enabling several termination transitions until one of
the temporal delays currently in execution terminates and the corresponding
transition is performed.
Introducing non-determinism in probabilistic systems with general distri-
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butions causes new problems to arise with respect to the classical theory
of GSMPs. Such problems arise when we consider the interplay of non-
deterministic choices and the probabilistic behavior of clocks when IGSMPs
are actually executed. Following the classical approach of discrete event sim-
ulation (see e.g. [12]), in the instant a clock starts, the clock is set to a tempo-
ral value sampled from its duration distribution. As time passes clock counts
down and it terminates when it reaches value zero. From a technical viewpoint
this means that, while the GSMP proceeds from state to state, we keep track
of the quantity of time that clocks must still spend in execution (the residual
lifetimes of the clocks). This approach to the execution of an IGSMP, which
has been previously applied in [14] to systems including non-determinism and
generally distributed time, has the drawback that an adversary can base its
decisions (concerning non-deterministic choices) on the knowledge obtained a
priori about the future behavior of the system, e.g. the information about the
quantity of time that a delay will spend in execution.
In this paper we consider a new alternative approach to the execution
of systems including non-determinism and generally distributed time which
adequately handles non-deterministic choices. The idea is that we want the
probabilistic duration of a generally distributed delay not to be decided all at
once when the delay starts, but step by step in each system state. More pre-
cisely, this is realized by keeping track of the quantity of time spent by clocks
in execution (spent lifetimes of clocks), and by evaluating, when a new IGSMP
state is entered, the distribution of the residual duration of the clock from (i)
the duration distribution associated with the clock, and (ii) the time it has
already spent in execution. Such an approach, which is based on recording
spent lifetimes instead of residual lifetimes, is adherent to the classical behav-
ior of Timed Automata [23] where clocks are increased (and not decreased)
while time passes. Besides it indeed solves the problem of executing a system
with non-deterministic choices because, since the residual duration of clocks is
sampled in every state traversed by the IGSMP, the adversary cannot gain a
priori knowledge on the system behavior. Finally, considering spent lifetimes
instead of residual lifetimes is correct also from a probabilistic viewpoint, be-
cause in probability theory the two approaches are both valid alternative ways
to interpret a GSMP [13]. It is worth noting that the choice of adopting this
alternative approach for representing the execution of an IGSMP is concep-
tual and not at all related with the technical dierences between the formalism
considered in [14] and IGSMPs. We could apply the technique used in [14] to
IGSMPs as well.
Similarly as in [14], based on our approach to the execution of an IGSMP,
we produce a semantics for IGSMPs which maps an IGSMP onto a transition
system where: (i) the passage of time is explicitely represented by transitions
labeled with numeric time delays and (ii) duration probability distributions
are turned into innitely branching probabilistic choices which lead to states
performing numeric time delays with dierent durations. Dierently from [14]
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we express semantic models of IGSMPs by means of \interactive" probabilistic
timed transition systems which can be themselves composed and we develop a
semantic mapping which is compositional with respect to parallel composition
and hiding.
More precisely, we start (in Sect. 2) by formalising the model of IGSMPs
and the model of well-named IGSMPs (a canonical form for IGSMPs which
makes it simple to establish weak bisimulation over IGSMPs). With respect
to [6], where well-named IGSMPs are dened as the class of semantic models
obtained from the terms of a process algebra, in this paper we characterize
well-named IGSMPs directly as a class of transition systems. Moreover we
show that the class of well-named IGSMPs is closed with respect to CSP
parallel composition and hiding and we introduce a notion of weak bisimu-
lation over well-named IGSMPs. Then, (in Sect. 3) we introduce the model
of Interactive Stochastic Timed Transition Systems (ISTTSs) which include:
standard action transitions, representing the interactive behavior of a system
component, numeric time transitions representing a xed temporal delay, and
probabilistic transitions (expressed by means of probability spaces) represent-
ing (innitely branching) probabilistic choices. Moreover we show that the
class of ISTTSs is closed with respect to CSP parallel composition and hid-
ing and we introduce a notion of weak bisimulation over ISTTSs. Moreover,
(in Sect. 4) we present the semantics for IGSMPs which maps IGSMPs onto
ISTTSs and we show that weakly bisimilar IGSMPs give rise to weakly bisim-
ilar semantic models and that the semantic mapping is compositional with
respect to both CSP parallel composition and hiding. Finally, (in Sect. 5) we
report some concluding remarks. The proofs of the results in this paper can
be found in [4].
2 Interactive Generalized Semi-Markov Process
In this section we will present the model of Interactive Generalized Semi-
Markov Processes (IGSMPs) and of well-named Interactive Generalized Semi-
Markov Processes: a canonical form for IGSMPs which introduces some con-
straints on clock names and makes it simple to establish equivalence over
IGSMPs. We rst briey introduce some basic notions about GSMPs, and
then we discuss in depth the model of IGSMPs and well-named IGSMPs.
2.1 The GSMP Model
The class of generalized semi-Markov processes (GSMPs) has been introduced
by Matthes (1962) in [21] and represents the temporal behavior of a system
through elements (or clocks) each with an associated duration probability
distribution (element lifetime). What characterizes GSMPs (e.g. with respect
to Semi-Markov Processes) is the possibility of having multiple active elements
in a state, so that when an active element terminates (it dies) a state change
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occurs and the other elements continue their life in the following state, thus
carrying over their residual duration.
Denition 2.1 A generalized semi-Markov process (GSMP) is a stochastic
process dened on a set of states fs j s 2 Sg as follows. In each state s there
is a set of active elements e taken from a set El. The set El is partitioned
into two sets El
0
ed El

with El = El
0
[ El

. If e 2 El
0
the element e has
an exponentially distributed lifetime, if instead e 2 El

it has an arbitrarily
distributed lifetime. Whenever in a state s an active element e dies, the process
moves to the state s
0
2 S with a given probability P (s; e; s
0
).
In GSMPs the following restrictions are considered [21]:

When the process moves from a state to another, no more than one element
of El

can be born or die contemporaneously.

The active elements of El

that do not die in a state keep their residual
duration.
A GSMP can be analyzed through simulative techniques and/or mathe-
matical techniques (based on phase-type approximation or insensitivity [21])
in order to obtain performance measures of a system.
2.2 The IGSMP Model
The model of Interactive Generalized Semi-Markov Processes extends that
of Generalized Semi-Markov Processes by expressing in addition to GSMP
clocks (or elements) execution, also the execution of standard actions which
can synchronize and have a zero duration. Such an approach, which is in-
spired from [17], is also quite usual in real-time process algebras [23] where
transitions representing temporal delays are distinguished from standard ac-
tion transitions which are performed in zero time. As far as probabilistic delays
are concerned, they are modeled as in GSMPs by means of clocks C whose du-
ration is expressed through general probability distributions. In the following
we will distinguish dierent clocks used in an IGSMP through \names", where
C
n
denotes the clock with name n. In an IGSMP the execution of a clock C
n
is represented by means of two events: the event of clock start C
+
n
followed by
the relative event of clock termination C
 
n
. Therefore in an IGSMP we have
three types of transitions: standard action transitions representing action ex-
ecution, clock start transitions representing events C
+
n
and clock termination
transitions representing events C
 
n
. When a transition C
+
n
is performed by
the IGSMP the clock C
n
starts and continues its execution in every state tra-
versed by the IGSMP. Whenever the clock C
n
terminates, then the IGSMP
executes the corresponding termination transition C
 
n
. In particular, since, as
in GSMPs, each started clock C
n
which has not terminated yet must continue
its execution in each state traversed by the IGSMP, all such states must have
an outgoing transition C
 
n
. Obviously clocks which can be simultaneously
under execution in an IGSMP state must have dierent names (even if they
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have the same duration distribution), so that the event of termination of a
clock C
 
n
is always uniquely related to the corresponding event of start of the
same clock C
+
n
. Similarly as GSMPs, IGSMPs can also express probabilis-
tic choices. This is obtained by associating with each start transition C
+
n
a
weight w 2 RI
+
. In this way when a state of the IGSMP enables several clock
start transitions hC
+
n
; wi, the choice of the clock to be started is performed
probabilistically according to the weights w of the transitions. For instance, a
state enabling two transitions labeled with hC
+
n
; wi and hC
+
n
0
; w
0
i respectively
starts clock C
n
with probability w=(w + w
0
) and starts clock C
n
0
with prob-
ability w
0
=(w + w
0
). On the other hand, similarly as in [17], IGSMPs also
have, in addition to GSMPs, the capability of expressing non-deterministic
choices. This because, as in standard labeled transition systems deriving from
CCS/CSP terms, in the states of an IGSMP action transitions are just non-
deterministically chosen. In particular alternative transitions labeled with
invisible  actions represent internal non-deterministic choices which are per-
formed in zero time and can never be \resolved" through synchronization with
other system components. On the contrary, visible actions a in an IGSMP are
seen as incomplete actions which wait for a synchronization with other sys-
tem components (they represent potential interaction with the environment).
Therefore the choice of such actions in any IGSMP state is governed by an
external form of non-determinism, as their execution completely depends on
the environment. Note that since we adopt a CSP synchronization policy for
IGSMPs which produces visible actions from the synchronization of visible
actions (thus allowing for multiway synchronization) the only way to turn an
incomplete action in a complete one is by means of a hiding operator, which
turns visible actions into  actions. Similarly as in [17] an IGSMP represents
a complete system only when it does not include any transition labeled by a
visible action. This approach diers from that of the stochastic automaton
model of [14], where two dierent kinds of semantics have to be dened in or-
der to describe the actual behavior of closed systems and the potential behavior
of open systems. In our approach both the potential and the actual behavior
of the system are represented within the same model and complete systems
are obtained by hiding all the actions of the model. Note that IGSMPs repre-
senting complete systems may still include non-determinism due to multiple
internal  transitions enabled in the same state (internal non-determinism).
Therefore, adversaries (or schedulers) play an important role in the perfor-
mance analysis of IGSMPs in that they allow internal non-determinism to be
removed from an IGSMP thus turning it into a GSMP.
More precisely, in an IGSMP we have four dierent kinds of state:
- silent states, enabling invisible action transitions  and (possibly) visible
action transitions a only. In such states the IGSMP just performs a non-
deterministic choice among the  transitions in zero time and may poten-
tially interact with the environment through one of the visible actions (see
e.g. Fig. 1.a).
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- probabilistic states, enabling hC
+
n
; wi transitions and (possibly) visible action
transitions a only. In such states the IGSMP just performs a probabilistic
choice among the clock start transitions in zero time and may potentially
interact with the environment through one of the visible actions (see e.g.
Fig. 1.b).
- timed states, enabling C
 
n
transitions and (possibly) visible action transi-
tions a only. In such states the IGSMP executes all the clocks labeling the
outgoing termination transitions according to their residual duration dis-
tribution. The clock that terminates rst determines the transition to be
performed. Note that since, as in GSMPs, we assume that clocks cannot
terminate at the same instant, we always have a unique clock terminating
before the other ones (see e.g. Fig. 1.c). While the IGSMP sojourns in
the state, it may (at any time) potentially interact with the environment
through one of the outgoing visible action transitions.
- waiting states, enabling standard visible actions only or no transition at
all. In such states the IGSMP sojourns indenitely. It may, at any time,
potentially interact with the environment through one of the outgoing visible
action transitions (see e.g. Fig. 1.d).
(d)(c)(b)(a)
<C  , w>+ + C 
− C −ττ
aaaa
<C   , w >’
n n’ n n’
Fig. 1. Some examples of possible states of an IGSMP
In the following we present the formal denition of Interactive Generalized
Semi-Markovian Transition System (IGSMTS), then we will dene Interac-
tive Generalized Semi-Markov Process as IGSMTSs possessing an initial state.
Formally, we denote with PDF the set of probability distribution functions
over RI ranged over by f; g; : : : and with PDF
+
the set of probability distri-
bution functions over RI such that f(x) = 0 for x < 0 (representing duration
distributions). Weights, belonging to RI
+
, are ranged over by w;w
0
; : : :. More-
over, we denote the set of standard action types used in a IGSMTS by Act ,
ranged over by ; 
0
; : : :. As usual Act includes the special type  denoting in-
ternal actions. The set Act fg is ranged over by a; b; : : :. The set of clocks of
an IGSMTS is denoted by C = fC
n
j n 2 CNamesg, where CNames is a set of
clock names. Given a set C, we denote with C
+
= fhC
+
n
; wi jC
n
2 C; w 2 RI
+
g
the set of events denoting the starting of a clock and C
 
= fC
 
n
jC
n
2 Cg the
set of events denoting the termination of a clock. Let C
+
[ C
 
be ranged over
by ; 
0
; : : :. The set of states of an IGSMTS is denoted by , ranged over by
s; s
0
; : : :. We assume the following abbreviations that will make the denition
of IGSMTSs easier. Let us suppose that T  ( Labels  ) is a transition
relation, where Labels is a set of transition labels, ranged over by l. We use
s
l
   ! s
0
to stand for (s; l; s
0
) 2 T , s
l
   ! to stand for 9s
0
: s
l
   ! s
0
, and
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s
l
   != to stand for 6 9s
0
: s
l
   ! s
0
.
Denition 2.2 An Interactive Generalized Semi-Markovian Transition Sys-
tem (IGSMTS) is a tuple G = (; C; D;Act ; T
+
; T
 
; T
a
) with

 a set of states,

C a set of clocks,

D : C  ! PDF
+
a function that assigns a duration probability distribution
function to each clock,

Act a set of standard actions,

T
+
 (C
+
), T
 
 (C
 
), and T
a
 (Act ) three tran-
sition relations representing clock start and termination events and action
execution, respectively, such that:
3
1 8s 2 :
s

   ! =) 6 9: s

   !
2 8s 2 :
9C
n
; w: s
hC
+
n
;wi
     ! =) 6 9C
n
0
: s
C
 
n
0
   !
3 9S :   ! P(C) the active clock function, such that 8s 2 :
a) - s

   ! s
0
=) S(s
0
) = S(s)
- s
hC
+
n
;wi
     ! s
0
=) S(s
0
) = S(s) [ fC
n
g
- s
C
 
n
   ! s
0
=) C
n
2 S(s) ^ S(s
0
) = S(s)  fC
n
g
b) 9C
n
; w: s
hC
+
n
;wi
     ! =) C
n
62 S(s)
c) C
n
2 S(s) ^ s

   != ^ 6 9C
n
0
; w: s
hC
+
n
0
;wi
     ! =) s
C
 
n
   !
4 8s 2 :
s
hC
+
n
;wi
     ! s
0
=) act(s
0
)  act(s)
where the enabled action function act :   ! P(Act) is dened by act(s) =
f j s

   !g.
Denition 2.3 An Interactive Generalized Semi-Markov Process (IGSMP)
is a tuple G = (; C; D;Act ; T
+
; T
 
; T
a
; s
0
), where s
0
2  is the initial state of
the IGSMP and (; C; D;Act ; T
+
; T
 
; T
a
) is an IGSMTS such that function S
in item 3 of Denition 2.2 also satises S(s
0
) = ;.
The constraints over transition relations T
+
, T
 
and T
a
guarantee that
each state of the IGSMP belongs to one of the four kind of states above. In
particular, the rst requirement says that if a state can perform internal  ac-
tions then it cannot perform events of clock starts or clock terminations. Such
a property derives from the assumption of maximal progress: the possibility
3
For the sake of readability here and in the rest of the paper we assume the following
operator precedence when writing constraints for transition relations: existential quantier
> \and" operator > implication.
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of performing internal actions prevents the execution of delays. The second
requirement says that if a state can perform clock start events then it cannot
perform clock termination events. Such a property derives from the assump-
tion of urgency of delays: clock start events cannot be delayed but must be
performed immediately, hence they prevent the execution of clock termination
transitions. The third requirement checks that clock starting and termination
transitions are consistent with the set of clocks that should be in execution in
each state of the IGSMP. This is done by dening a function S which maps
each state onto the expected set of clocks in execution, i.e. the set of clocks
which have started but not terminated yet. In particular, in the initial state
s
0
such a set is empty. The constraint a) denes the construction rule of the
active clock set for each state reachable from s
0
. In the case of a transition
from a state s to a state s
0
labeled with an standard action, the active clocks
of s
0
stem from the active clocks of s, as no clock can be terminated given that
a standard action has been performed. If a transition from s to s
0
is labeled
with a clock start event hC
+
n
; wi, then s
0
inherits the active clock set of s and
adds to this set the started clock C
n
. Finally, in the case of a transition from
s to s
0
labeled with a clock termination event C
 
n
, s
0
inherits the active clock
set of s without such a terminated clock C
n
. Constraints b) and c) concern
the legality of the outgoing transitions of a state. In particular, the former
says that a the name of a clock labeling a starting transition must be fresh
(i.e. no clock with such a name must be currently in execution). The latter
says that each state without  and hC
+
n
; wi outgoing transitions must have
a C
 
n
0
outgoing transition for each active clock C
n
0
. This denition preserves
both the maximal progress and the urgency of delays assumptions and, in each
state where it is possible, guarantees the possibility of terminating each delay
that is still active. The fourth requirement of Denition 2.2 implements the
following constraint over the structure of IGSMPs which makes their theory
simpler. The unique role of clock start transitions in an IGSMP must be to
lead to a timed state where the started clocks are actually executed, hence the
execution of such transitions cannot cause new behaviors to be performable
by the IGSMP. Such a constraint is satised by the semantic models of terms
of the calculus of IGSMPs introduced in [6]. Formally, we require that the set
of action transitions enabled after a clock start transition is a subset of (or
equal to) the set of action transitions enabled before such a transition. This
guarantees that no new behaviors can be introduced by clock start transitions
because: (i) no new behavior beginning with a  transition can be executable
after a clock start transition (states enabling clock start transitions cannot
enable  transitions), and (ii) every potential behavior beginning with a tran-
sition a executable after a clock start transition can never be actually executed
by hiding a, because before the clock start transition there is a potential be-
havior beginning with the same action a, which, when hidden, preempts the
clock start (see the following Sect. 2.5 about the hiding of IGSMPs).
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2.3 The Well-Named IGSMP Model
The model of well-named IGSMPs represents a canonical form for IGSMPs
which introduces some constraints on clock names and makes it simple to
develop an equivalence notion over IGSMPs which matches clocks with the
same duration distribution. Well-named IGSMPs are exactly the class of
semantic models obtained from the terms of the process algebra introduced
in [6]. Here we will characterize well-named IGSMPs directly as a class of
transition systems.
The constraint on the use of clock names in an IGSMP that we consider
concerns the names n which are used for clocks when they start. As we already
explained the name used for a starting clock must be fresh, i.e. no clock with
such a name must be currently in execution. The requirement that we now
add is that the new clock name which is used must depend from the duration
distribution f associated with the starting clock and from the names of the
clocks (with the same distribution f) already in execution, according to a
xed rule. In particular, we take the set of clock names to be dened by
CNames = (PDF
+
 NI
+
), where \f; i" is a name for a clock with associated
distribution f . The name \f; i" which is used for a starting clock must be
such that i is the least i 2 NI
+
which is not used in the name of any clock
with the same distribution f already in execution. Note that, similarly as
for standard ST models [1,7,11,15], using just duration distributions as clock
names is not suÆcient because indexes i 2 NI
+
are needed in order to uniquely
relate the clock termination event to the corresponding clock start event, even
in the situation where several clocks with the same duration distribution are
simultaneously executed (this is also observed in [8]).
Since in a well-named IGSMP names for clocks cannot be chosen arbitrarily
and the clock names which are considered make it clear by themselves which
is the duration distribution associated with a clock, with respect to IGSMTSs
(Denition 2.2), in the denition of well-named IGSMTSs we omit set C and
function D.
Denition 2.4 A well-named Interactive Generalized Semi-Markovian Tran-
sition System is a tuple G = (;Act ; T
+
; T
 
; T
a
) where  and Act are dened
as in Denition 2.2, while the denition of the transition relations T
+
, T
 
and
T
a
is obtained from that given in Denition 2.2 by substituting the constraint
b) of item 3 with:
b) 9C
f;i
; w: s
hC
+
f;i
;wi
     ! =) i = minfj j j 2 NI
+
; C
f;j
62 S(s)g
Note that the new version of constraint b) guarantees that the name used
for a starting clock is always fresh as required by the old version of constraint
b) (see Denition 2.2).
Denition 2.5 A well-named Interactive Generalized Semi-Markov Process
is a tuple G = (;Act ; T
+
; T
 
; T
a
; s
0
), where s
0
2  is the initial state of the
well-named IGSMP and (;Act ; T
+
; T
 
; T
a
) is a well-named IGSMTS such
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that function S in item 3 of Denition 2.2 also satises S(s
0
) = ;.
As an important remark, we would like to point out that, since the rule
expressed by constraint b) of Denition 2.5 reuses the indexes i of terminated
clocks, each IGSMP with a nite set of states can be transformed into a well-
named IGSMP with a nite set of states, by renaming clocks.
2.4 Parallel of Well-Named IGSMPs
Now, we address the problem of dening parallel composition a la CSP [19] of
well-named IGSMPs, where the standard actions of a given set S are required
to synchronize and the synchronization of two actions of type a is again an
action of type a.
Intuitively, it should be clear that when composing in parallel two IGSMPs,
a suitable renaming of the clocks is necessary in order to obtain a IGSMP, i.e.
preserve the requirements on transition relations of Denition 2.3. Indeed
composing in parallel two IGSMPs could lead to some conict concerning
the identication of the clocks of the composed model through names. More
precisely, we have to cope with a name conict whenever two clocks with
the same name \f; i" are simultaneously in execution in both IGSMPs. In
such a case the same name identies two dierent clocks by compromising the
relationship between the start and termination events of the two clocks. When
considering well-named IGSMPs instead of just IGSMPs we have in addition
the problem of preserving the rule for the name of starting clocks expressed
by constraint b) of Denition 2.5.
The solution that we adopt consists in using l and r (left and right) as
references to the two well-named IGSMPs G
0
;G
00
which are composed in par-
allel with G
0
k
S
G
00
and relating each clock name locally used in G
0
(or G
00
) to
the well-named IGSMP G
0
(or G
00
) through the reference l (or r). In this way
C
f;l
i
(C
f;r
i
) denotes the clock C
f;i
executed by G
0
(G
00
). In order to obtain
a well-named IGSMP, when building the composed model, such \extended"
names are renamed so that the rule for the name of starting clocks expressed
by constraint b) of Denition 2.5 is satised. For instance, let us suppose that
both G
0
and G
00
execute a clock with the same duration distribution f . For
both well-named IGSMPs in isolation we represent such an event by activating
the clock C
f;1
. Somehow in the composed model we have to distinguish such
clocks through names because they can be simultaneously in execution. Let
us suppose that in G
0
k
S
G
00
the rst delay with distribution f that starts is
the one executed by G
0
. According to the well-naming rule in the composed
model such a clock must get name \f; 1". Hence we map C
f;1
to the \ex-
tended" name of the clock C
f;1
executed by G
0
, thus creating the following
mapping:
C
f;1
 ! C
f;l
1
denoting that the rst clock with distribution f of the composed model C
f;1
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corresponds to the rst clock with distribution f of the lefthand well-named
IGSMP. Then, if the second clock to be executed is the clock C
f;1
belonging
to the righthand well-named IGSMP, in the composed model we create the
fresh name \f; 2" (according to the well-naming rule) and have in addition
the following mapping:
C
f;2
 ! C
f;r
1
In Table 1 we present an example of execution of a composed model G
0
k
S
G
00
by showing how the mapping function (between the clock names of the com-
posed model G
0
k
S
G
00
and the corresponding clock names locally used in G
0
and G
00
) for clocks with distribution f evolves.
Well-named IGSMPs Composed Model Mapping Function
G
0
starts C
f;1
G
0
k
S
G
00
starts C
f;1
C
f;1
 ! C
f;l
1
G
00
starts C
f;1
G
0
k
S
G
00
starts C
f;2
C
f;1
 ! C
f;l
1
C
f;2
 ! C
f;r
1
G
00
starts C
f;2
G
0
k
S
G
00
starts C
f;3
C
f;1
 ! C
f;l
1
C
f;2
 ! C
f;r
1
C
f;3
 ! C
f;r
2
G
00
ends C
f;1
G
0
k
S
G
00
ends C
f;2
C
f;1
 ! C
f;l
1
C
f;3
 ! C
f;r
2
G
0
starts C
f;2
G
0
k
S
G
00
starts C
f;2
C
f;1
 ! C
f;l
1
C
f;2
 ! C
f;l
2
C
f;3
 ! C
f;r
2
Table 1
Renaming of the clocks in G
0
k
S
G
00
By following such a procedure, we build the composed model by dynami-
cally storing all current mappings between the clock names of the composed
model and the local clock names of the two well-named IGSMPs by employing
a table (mapping function) for each distribution f . In general, when a clock
C
f
i
with distribution f is started by one of the two composed well-named
IGSMPs, we do the following: (i) we choose the rst index j for the distribu-
tion f which is unused in the composed model (by checking the table related
to the duration probability distribution f), and we use the name \f; j" for the
clock in the composed model; (ii) we add to the table related to distribution f
the mapping C
f;j
 ! C
f;l
i
if the clock is executed by the lefthand well-named
IGSMP or C
f;j
 ! C
f;r
i
if the clock is executed by the righthand well-named
12
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IGSMP. When a clock C
f
i
with distribution f is terminated by one of the
two composed well-named IGSMPs, we do the following: (i) we establish the
name \f; j" associated with the terminating clock in the composed model by
checking the table related to distribution f (it must include C
f;j
 ! C
f;l
i
if
the clock is executed by the lefthand well-named IGSMP or C
f;j
 ! C
f;r
i
if
the clock is executed by the righthand well-named IGSMP); (ii) we remove
from the table related to the duration probability distribution f the mapping
for the name \f; j" of the composed model.
Now we formally dene the parallel composition G
1
k
S
G
2
of two well-named
IGSMPs G
1
and G
2
, where the synchronization set S is a subset of Act  fg.
We denote with Loc = fl; rg, ranged over by loc the set of locations,
where l stands for left and r for right. We denote a mapping function, whose
elements are pairs (j; loc
i
), with mapf which ranges over the set MapF of
partial bijections from NI
+
to Loc  NI
+
. Moreover, a global mapping M is a
relation from PDF
+
to NI
+
(LocNI
+
) such that 8f 2 PDF
+
:M
f
2 MapF
4
,
i.e. M is a global mapping including a mapping function for each dierent
duration distribution. We denote the set of global mappings M by M. In
the following we use the shorthand f : (j; loc
i
) for (f; (j; loc
i
)) 2 M . Finally
we make use of the auxiliary function n : MapF  ! NI
+
that computes the
new index to be used for a clock name according to the well-naming rule,
by choosing the minimum index not used by the other clocks with the same
distribution already in execution, i.e. n(mapf ) = minfk j k 62 dom(mapf )g.
Denition 2.6 The parallel composition G
1
k
S
G
2
of two well-named IGSMPs
G
1
= (
1
;Act ; T
+;1
; T
 ;1
; T
a;1
; s
0;1
) and G
2
= (
2
;Act ; T
+;2
; T
 ;2
; T
a;2
; s
0;2
), with
S being the synchronization set, is the tuple (;Act ; T
+
; T
 
; T
a
; (s
0;1
; s
0;2
; ;))
with

 = 
1
 
2
M the set of states,

T
+
 (  C
+
 ), T
 
 (  C
 
 ), and T
a
 (  Act  ) are the
least transition relations, such that 8(s
1
; s
2
;M) 2 :
1
l
s
1

   ! s
0
1
;  62 S =) (s
1
; s
2
;M)

   ! (s
0
1
; s
2
;M)
2 s
1
a
   ! s
0
1
^ s
2
a
   ! s
0
2
; a 2 S =) (s
1
; s
2
;M)
a
   ! (s
0
1
; s
0
2
;M)
3
l
s
1
hC
+
f;i
;wi
     ! s
0
1
^ s
2

   != =)
(s
1
; s
2
;M)
hC
+
f;n(M
f
)
;wi
        ! (s
0
1
; s
2
;M [ ff : (n(M
f
); l
i
)g)
4
l
s
1
C
 
f;i
   ! s
0
1
^ s
2

   != ^ 6 9C
g;h
; w: s
2
hC
+
g;h
;wi
     ! ^ f : (j; l
i
) 2 M =)
(s
1
; s
2
;M)
C
 
f;j
   ! (s
0
1
; s
2
;M   ff : (j; l
i
)g)
and also the symmetric rules 1
r
; 3
r
; 4
r
referring to the local transitions of
G
2
, which are obtained from the rules 1
l
; 3
l
; 4
l
by exchanging the roles of
states s
1
(s
0
1
) and s
2
(s
0
2
) and by replacing l
i
with r
i
, hold true.
4
Given a relation M from A to B, we denote with M
a
the set fb 2 B j (a; b) 2Mg.
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
(s
0;1
; s
0;2
; ;) 2  the initial state
Each state s 2  of the composed model is represented by a triple in-
cluding a pair of states (s
1
2 
1
and s
2
2 
2
) and an auxiliary memory M
containing all the mappings currently active in such a state. Rules 1 (2) de-
scribe the behavior of the composed model in the case of a standard action 
performed by one (or both, via a synchronization) well-named IGSMPs, when
 62 S ( 2 S). Rules 3 and 4 dene the behavior of the composed model
in the case of delays locally performed by components. When in G
1
(G
2
) oc-
curs a transition labeled with hC
+
f;i
; wi, denoting the beginning of a delay with
duration distribution f , then the new index n(M
f
) is determined for identi-
fying the action at the level of the composed model, and the new mapping
f : (n(M
f
); l
i
) (f : (n(M
f
); r
i
)) is added to M . Conversely, when in G
1
(G
2
)
occurs a transition labeled with C
 
f;i
, denoting the termination of a clock with
duration distribution f , the particular clock with index j associated to l
i
(r
i
)
inM
f
terminates at the level of the composed model, and the index j becomes
available. Note that the negative clauses in the premises enforce the maximal
progress and the urgency of delays assumptions.
Theorem 2.7 Let G
1
and G
2
be two well-named IGSMPs. Then for each
S  Act   fg, G
1
k
S
G
2
is a well-named IGSMP.
2.5 Hiding of Well-Named IGSMPs
Now, we address the problem of dening hiding of well-named IGSMPs, where
the standard actions of a given set L are turned into invisible  actions.
As we already explained, the capability of hiding actions make it possible
to turn visible \incomplete" actions into invisible \complete" ones, thus giving
the possibility of building a complete system from several system components.
In particular while a visible action transition (as long as it is enabled) can
delay indenitely before being performed, when such an action is turned into
an invisible action it must be executed in zero time.
Now we formally dene the hiding G=L of a well-named IGSMP G, where
the set L of the visible actions to be hidden is a subset of Act   fg.
Denition 2.8 The hiding G=L of a well-named IGSMP G = (, Act , T
+;1
,
T
 ;1
, T
a;1
, s
0
) with L being the set of visible actions to be hidden is the tuple
(;Act ; T
+
; T
 
; T
a
; s
0
) where T
+
 (  C
+
 ), T
 
 (  C
 
 ), and
T
a
 ( Act  ) are the least set of transitions, such that 8s 2 :
5
1 s

   !
1
s
0
;  62 L =) s

   ! s
0
2 s
a
   !
1
s
0
; a 2 L =) s

   ! s
0
3 s

   !
1
s
0
^ 6 9a 2 L: s
a
   !
1
=) s

   ! s
0
5
In order to distinguish transition of T
+;1
, T
 ;1
and T
a;1
from transitions of T
+
, T
 
and
T
a
we denote the former with \   !
1
" and the latter simply with \   ! ".
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Rules 1 and 2 are standard. Rule 3 says that the eect of the hiding
operator over states of G which enable standard actions in L is to preempt all
clock related transitions according to the maximal progress assumption.
Theorem 2.9 Let G be a well-named IGSMP. Then for each L  Act  fg,
G=L is a well-named IGSMP.
2.6 Equivalence of Well-Named IGSMPs
Now we will recall the notion of weak probabilistic bisimulation over IGSMPs
which has been introduced in [6]. In particular weak bisimulation matches
the execution of clocks with the same duration distribution similarly as in the
dynamic approach of [7], deals with probabilistic choices similarly as in [20],
and abstracts from standard  actions similarly as in [22]. Such an equivalence
is shown in [6] to be a congruence with respect to both parallel composition
and hiding.
In our context we express cumulative probabilities by aggregating weights.
Denition 2.10 Let G = (;Act ; T
+
; T
 
; T
a
) be a well-named IGSMTS. The
function TW :  PDF
+
 P()  ! RI
+
[ f0g, which computes the aggre-
gated weight that a state s 2  reaches a set of states I 2 P() by starting
a delay with duration distribution f 2 PDF
+
is dened as:
6
TW (s; f; I) =
X
fjw j 9i 2 NI
+
; s
0
2 I: s
hC
+
f;i
;wi
   ! s
0
jg
Let NPAct = Act [C
 
, the set of non-probabilistic actions, be ranged over
by . Let

=) denote (

   ! )


   ! (

   ! )

, i.e. a sequence of transitions
including a single  transition and any number of  transitions. Moreover,
we dene
^
=) =

=) if  6=  and
^
=) = (

   ! )

, i.e. a possibly empty
sequence of  transitions.
Denition 2.11 Let G = (;Act ; T
+
; T
 
; T
a
) be a well-named IGSMTS. An
equivalence relation  on  is a weak bisimulation i s
1
 s
2
implies

for every  2 NPAct and s
0
1
2 ,
s
1

   ! s
0
1
implies s
2
^
=) s
0
2
for some s
0
2
with s
0
1
 s
0
2
,

s
2
^
=) s
0
2
for some s
0
2
such that, for every f 2 PDF
+
and equivalence class
I of ,
TW (s
1
; f; I) = TW (s
0
2
; f; I)
Two states s
1
and s
2
are weakly bisimilar, denoted by s
1
 s
2
, i (s
1
; s
2
) is
included in some weak bisimulation. Two well-named IGSMPs (G
1
; s
0;1
) and
6
We use fj and jg to denote multiset parentheses. The summation of an empty multiset is
assumed to yield 0. Since the method for computing the new index of a delay f that starts
in a state P is xed, we have that several transitions f
+
leaving P have all the same index
i.
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(G
2
; s
0;2
) are weakly bisimilar, if their initial states s
0;1
and s
0;2
are weakly
bisimilar in the well-named IGSMTS obtained with the disjoint union of G
1
and G
2
.
3 Interactive Stochastic Timed Transition Systems
In this section we introduce Interactive Stochastic Timed Transition Sys-
tems (ISTTSs) that will be used in the next section to dene a semantics
for IGSMPs. We rst briey introduce some basic notions about probability
spaces.
3.1 Probability Spaces
In this section we recall some basic notions related to measure theory and we
introduce some notation that will be used in the rest of the paper.
Denition 3.1 A -algebra on a set 
, denoted by F , is a family of subsets of

 that contains 
 and is closed under complementation and countable union.
The elements of a -algebra F are called measurable sets. The pair (
;F) is
called a measurable space.
Denition 3.2 The Borel -algebra on a set 
 with a topology, denoted
by B(
), is dened to be the -algebra generated by the open subsets (or
equivalently, by the closed subsets) of 
.
Denition 3.3 A nite measure  on a measurable space (
;F) is a function
that assigns a non-negative real value to each element of F , such that (;) = 0
and, supposed fC
i
g
i2I
, with I  NI , to be a family of disjoint elements of F ,
([
i2I
C
i
) =
P
i2I
(C
i
). The triple (
;F ; ) is called a measure space. If
we have in addition that (
) = 1, then the triple (
;F ; ) is also called a
probability space.
We now dene some operations over measure spaces and probability spaces.
Denition 3.4 Let (
;F ; ) be a measure space and let f be a function
dened on 
, then f(
;F ; ) denotes the triple (f(
); fC  f(
) j f
 1
(C) 2
Fg; 
0
g), where 8C  f(
): 
0
(C) = (f
 1
(C)).
It is easy to verify that, since (
;F ; ) is a measure space, f(
;F ; ) is
a measure space as well. Such a measure space is called the measure space
induced by f from (
;F ; ). Moreover if (
;F ; ) is a probability space, then
f(
;F ; ) is a probability space as well.
Denition 3.5 Let (
;F ; ) be a measure space and let p be a positive real
number, then p(
;F ; ) denotes the triple (
;F ; 
0
), where 8C  
: 
0
(C) =
p  (C).
It is easy to verify that, since (
;F ; ) is a measure space, p  (
;F ; ) is
a measure space as well.
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Denition 3.6 Let (

0
;F
0
; 
0
) and (

00
;F
00
; 
00
) be two measure spaces, then
(

0
;F
0
; 
0
) + (

00
;F
00
; 
00
) denotes the triple (

0
[

00
; fC  

0
[

00
j C \

0
2
F
0
^C \

00
2 F
00
g; ), where 8C  

0
[

00
: (C) = 
0
(C \

0
)+ 
00
(C \

00
).
It is easy to verify that, since (

0
;F
0
; 
0
) and (

00
;F
00
; 
00
) are measure
spaces, (

0
;F
0
; 
0
) + (

00
;F
00
; 
00
) is a measure space as well. Moreover, con-
sidered a set of probability spaces f(

i
;F
i
; 
i
)g
i2I
, with I  NI nite index
set, and a set fp
i
g
i2I
of positive real numbers such that
P
i2I
p
i
= 1, we have
that
P
i2I
p
i
 (

i
;F
i
; 
i
) is a probability space.
Denition 3.7 Let (

0
;F
0
; 
0
) and (

00
;F
00
; 
00
) be two measure spaces, then
(

0
;F
0
; 
0
)  (

00
;F
00
; 
00
) denotes the triple (

0


00
; fC
0
C
00
j C
0
2 F
0
^C
00
2
F
00
g; 
0
), where 8C
0
 

0
; C
00
 

00
: 
0
(C
0
 C
00
) = 
0
(C
0
)  
00
(C
00
).
It is easy to verify that, since (

0
;F
0
; 
0
) and (

00
;F
00
; 
00
) are measure
spaces, (

0
;F
0
; 
0
)  (

00
;F
00
; 
00
) is a measure space as well. Moreover, if
(
;F ; ) is a probability space, then (

0
;F
0
; 
0
)  (

00
;F
00
; 
00
) is a probability
space as well.
We now show that a probability distribution function on real numbers
denes a unique probability space over the Borel -algebra of real numbers.
Theorem 3.8 Let F 2 PDF be a probability distribution function on RI .
There is a unique probability measure P on B( RI ) such that 8a; b 2 RI ; a <
b: P ( (a; b] ) = F (b)  F (a).
Finally, we present a notion of equivalence over measure spaces which
relates measure spaces with dierent domains by assuming that they assign
measure 0 to the every set of elements not included in their domain.
Denition 3.9 Let (

0
;F
0
; 
0
) and (

00
;F
00
; 
00
) be measure spaces. We say
that (

0
;F
0
; 
0
) is equivalent to (

00
;F
00
; 
00
), written (

0
;F
0
; 
0
)  (

00
;F
00
; 
00
),
if 8C
0
2 F
0
: C
0
\ 

00
2 F
00
^ 
00
(C
0
\ 

00
) = 
0
(C
0
) and 8C
00
2 F
00
: C
00
\ 

0
2
F
0
^ 
0
(C
00
\ 

0
) = 
00
(C
00
).
Note that the denition above implies that if (

0
;F
0
; 
0
)  (

00
;F
00
; 
00
)
then both 

0
  

00
2 F
0
with 
0
(

0
  

00
) = 0 and 

00
  

0
2 F
00
with

00
(

00
  

0
) = 0.
3.2 The ISTTS Model
In this section we formally introduce Interactive Stochastic Timed Transi-
tion Systems (ISTTS) which include three type of transitions: standard ac-
tion transitions, representing the interactive behavior of a system component,
probabilistic transitions (expressed by means of probability spaces) represent-
ing (innitely branching) probabilistic choices and numeric time transitions
representing a xed temporal delay.
As far as standard actions are concerned they have exactly the same be-
havior as in IGSMPs. In ISTTS non-deterministic choices can arise not only
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from transitions labeled with standard visible actions (like in IGSMPs), but
also from transitions representing the passage of time. As usual in the real
time literature (see e.g. [23]), several timed transition leaving a state oer the
possibility to the observer to choose the amount of time after which he wants
to observe the status of the system.
In ISTTS we have two dierent kinds of state:

silent states which are exactly like in IGSMPs.

probabilistic states enabling probabilistic transitions, expressed by a prob-
ability space PS , and (possibly) visible action transitions a only. In such
states the ISTTS just chooses a new state in zero time according to the prob-
ability space and may potentially interact with the environment through one
of its visible actions (see e.g. Fig. 2.a).

timed states enabling numeric timed transitions t and (possibly) visible ac-
tion transitions a only. In such states the ISTTS just performs a non-
deterministic choice among the numeric timed transitions (which cause the
amount of time labeling the transition to pass) and may potentially interact
with the environment through one of its visible actions (see e.g. Fig. 2.b).
(a) (b)
a a t t
m1
. . .
PS
. . .. . .
Fig. 2. Some examples of possible states of an ISTTS
In the following we present the formal denition of Interactive Stochastic
Timed Transition System (ISTTS), then we will dene Rooted Interactive
Stochastic Timed Transition Systems as ISTTSs possessing an initial state.
Formally, given a time domain TD  RI
+
[ f0g, we use t; t
0
; : : :, representing
time values, to range over TD .
Denition 3.10 An Interactive Stochastic Timed Transition System (ISTTS)
is a tuple D = (;TD ;Act ; P; T
t
; T
a
) with

 a set of possibly innite states,

TD a time domain, i.e. the set of possible values over which the labels of
the numeric timed transitions range,

Act a set of standard actions,

P : 
0
! PS (   
0
), where 
0
  and PS (
00
) denotes the family of
probability spaces (
000
;F ; ) over sets of states 
000
 
00
, the probabilistic
transition relation which associates a probability space with some of the
states of the ISTTS; and T
t
 (  TD  ) and T
a
 (  Act  )
two transition relations representing time passage and action execution,
respectively. P , T
t
and T
a
must be such that 8s 2 :
- s

   ! =) s 62 dom(P ) ^ 6 9t:s
t
   !
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- s 2 dom(P ) =) 6 9t:s
t
   !
- s

   ! _ 9t:s
t
   ! _ s 2 dom(P )
Denition 3.11 A Rooted Interactive Stochastic Timed Transition System
(RISTTS) is a tuple D = (;TD;Act ; P; T
t
; T
a
; s
0
), where s
0
2  is the initial
state and (;TD ;Act ; P; T
t
; T
a
) is an ISTTS.
The meaning the constraints over transition relations is the following. The
rst requirement says that (similarly as in IGSMPs) if a state that can perform
internal  actions then it cannot perform neither probabilistic transitions nor
timed transitions (maximal progress assumption). The second requirement
says that (similarly as in IGSMPs) if a state that can perform probabilis-
tic transitions then it cannot perform timed transitions (urgency of choices
assumption). The third requirement says that (similarly as in IGSMPs) we
cannot have states where time is not allowed to pass (time deadlocks).
3.3 Parallel of Rooted ISTTSs
Now we dene, similarly as for IGSMPs, the parallel composition a la CSP of
RISTTSs.
In such a parallel composition the discrete timed transitions of the com-
posed RISTTSs are constrained to synchronize, so that the same amount of
time passes for both systems, i.e. when time advances for one RISTTS it must
also advance for the other RISTTS.
Denition 3.12 The parallel composition D
1
k
S
D
2
of two RISTTSs D
1
=
(
1
;TD ;Act ; P
1
; T
t;1
; T
a;1
; s
0;1
) and D
2
= (
2
;TD;Act ; P
2
; T
t;2
; T
a;2
; s
0;2
), with
S  Act fg being the synchronization set, is the tuple (;TD ;Act ; P; T
t
; T
a
;
(s
0;1
; s
0;2
)) with:

 = 
1
 
2
the set of states

P the partial function dened over 
1
 
2
obtained from P
1
and P
2
as
follows: 8s
1
2 
1
; s
2
2 
2
:
P (s
1
; s
2
) = Id
1
s
2
(P
1
(s
1
)) if s
1
2 dom(P
1
) ^ s
2
t
   !
P (s
1
; s
2
) = Id
2
s
1
(P
2
(s
2
)) if s
2
2 dom(P
2
) ^ s
1
t
   !
P (s
1
; s
2
) = P (s
1
)  P (s
2
) if s
1
2 dom(P
1
) ^ s
2
2 dom(P
2
)
P (s
1
; s
2
) is not dened otherwise
with Id
1
s
2
: 
1
 ! (
1
 fs
2
g) dened by 8s 2 
1
: Id
s
2
(s) = (s; s
2
) and
Id
2
s
1
: 
2
 ! (fs
1
g  
2
) dened by 8s 2 
2
: Id
s
1
(s) = (s
1
; s).

T
t
 (  TD  ) and T
a
 (  Act  ) the least transition relations,
such that
1
l
s
1

   ! s
0
1
;  62 S =) (s
1
; s
2
)

   ! (s
0
1
; s
2
)
1
r
s
2

   ! s
0
2
;  62 S =) (s
1
; s
2
)

   ! (s
1
; s
0
2
)
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2 s
1
a
   ! s
0
1
^ s
2
a
   ! s
0
2
; a 2 S =) (s
1
; s
2
)
a
   ! (s
0
1
; s
0
2
)
3 s
1
t
   ! s
0
1
^ s
2
t
   ! s
0
2
=) (s
1
; s
2
)
t
   ! (s
0
1
; s
0
2
)

(s
0;1
; s
0;2
) 2  the initial state.
When evaluating the probability spaces associated by function P to the
states of the composed model we make use of induced probability spaces (see
Denition 3.4) and we enforce the maximal progress assumption. Moreover we
produce a single \global" probability space whenever both RISTTSs engage in
probabilistic choices (we assume that choices are performed independently).
When evaluating action transitions we just make use of standard rules. Finally
we require timed transitions to synchronize.
Theorem 3.13 Let D
1
and D
2
be two RISTTSs. Then for each S  Act  
fg, D
1
k
S
D
2
is a RISTTS.
3.4 Hiding of Rooted ISTTSs
Now we dene, similarly as for IGSMPs, the hiding of RISTTSs.
Denition 3.14 The hidingD=L of a RISTTS D = (;TD ;Act ; P
1
; T
t;1
; T
a;1
;
s
0
), with L  Act   fg being the set of visible actions to be hidden, is the
tuple (;TD ;Act ; P; T
t
; T
a
; s
0
), with:

P the partial function obtained from P
1
by removing from its domain those
states (and the associated probability spaces) which enable at least one
transition labeled with an action in L

T
t
 (  TD  ) and T
a
 (  Act  ) the least transition relations,
such that 8s 2 :
7
1 s

   !
1
s
0
;  62 L =) s

   ! s
0
2 s
a
   !
1
s
0
; a 2 L =) s

   ! s
0
3 s
t
   !
1
^ 6 9a 2 L: s
a
   !
1
=) s
t
   !
Similarly as for IGSMPs, in the denition of the hiding operator in addition
to standard rules we make use of rules which enforce the maximal progress
assumption.
Theorem 3.15 Let D be a RISTTS. Then for each L  Act   fg, D=L is
a RISTTS.
3.5 Equivalence of Rooted ISTTSs
Now we introduce a notion of weak bisimulation for RISTTSs which consti-
tutes an extension of the approach of [20] to probability spaces and abstracts
from standard  actions similarly as in [22].
7
In order to distinguish transition of T
t;1
and T
a;1
from transitions of T
t
and T
a
we denote
the former with \   !
1
" and the latter simply with \   ! ".
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Given an equivalence relation  on a set  and a set I  , we rst
dene the function EC
I;
: I ! = which maps each state s 2 I into the
corresponding equivalence class [s]

in .
Denition 3.16 Let D = (;TD ;Act ; P; T
t
; T
a
) be an ISTTS. An equiva-
lence relation  on  is a weak bisimulation i s
1
 s
2
implies

for every  2 Act ,
s
1

   ! s
0
1
implies s
2
^
=) s
0
2
for some s
0
2
with s
0
1
 s
0
2
,

for every t 2 TD,
s
1
t
   ! s
0
1
implies s
2
t
   ! s
0
2
for some s
0
2
with s
0
1
 s
0
2
,

s
2
^
=) s
0
2
for some s
0
2
such that, denoted P (s
1
) = (
1
;F
1
; 
1
) and P (s
0
2
) =
(
2
;F
2
; 
2
), we have that EC

1
;
(P (s
1
))  EC

2
;
(P (s
0
2
))
Two states s
1
and s
2
are weakly bisimilar, denoted by s
1
 s
2
, i (s
1
; s
2
) is
included in some weak bisimulation. Two RISTTSs (D
1
; s
0;1
) and (D
2
; s
0;2
)
are weakly bisimilar, if their initial states s
0;1
and s
0;2
are weakly bisimilar in
the ISTTS obtained with the disjoint union of D
1
and D
2
.
In the last item we exploit induced probability spaces (see Denition 3.4)
and equivalence between probability spaces (see Denition 3.9) to check that
states s
1
and s
0
2
have the same aggregated probability to reach the same equiv-
alence classes.
4 A Semantics for Interactive Generalized Semi-Markov
Processes
In this section we present a semantics for well-named Interactive Generalized
Semi-Markov Processes which maps them onto Interactive Stochastic Timed
Transition Systems. Such a semantics explicitely represents the passage of
time by means of transitions labeled with numeric time delays and turns
probability distributions of durations into innitely branching probabilistic
choices which lead to states performing numeric time delays with a dier-
ent duration. In particular, dierently from [14] where a technique based on
residual lifetimes of clocks is used, the states of the semantics of an Interactive
Generalized Semi-Markov Process encode the spent lifetimes of clocks. This
means that, in a timed state of the IGSMP where several clocks C
n
1
: : : C
n
k
are in execution, the time delay originated by a clock C
n
i
is determined ac-
cording to its residual distribution of duration which is evaluated from (i)
its associated duration distribution and (ii) its spent lifetime. Once we have
sampled a time value t
i
from the residual duration distribution of each clock
C
n
i
, we just take the minimum t
min
of the sampled values and we consider
the clock C
n
min
which sampled such a time value. Such a \winning clock" is
the clock that terminates in the timed state of the IGSMP. After this event
the other clocks (which are still in execution) carry over their spent lifetimes,
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which now is given by t
0
i
= t
i
+ t
min
. Since, according to this approach, the
residual duration of a clock is re-sampled in each IGSMP state until it termi-
nates, an adversary (or scheduler) which resolves non-deterministic choices in
an IGSMP cannot gain information about the future behavior of the system
on which to base its decisions.
Example 4.1 Let us consider the IGSMP depicted in Fig. 3, where three
temporal delays are started by activating three clocks C
n
1
, C
n
2
, and C
n
3
.
In particular, we concentrate on the case in which C
n
2
is the rst clock to
terminate.
In Fig. 4 we show the semantics of the IGSMP of Fig. 3 obtained by
following an approach similar to that of [14], which encodes in each state the
residual lifetimes of clocks. Each state is enriched with the set of active clocks
together with their residual lifetimes. In state hs
0
; ;i (where no clock is active)
three numeric time delays t
1
, t
2
, and t
3
are sampled and associated with the
lifetime of the clocks C
n
1
, C
n
2
, and C
n
3
, respectively. Depending on which
is the clock C
n
min
sampling the minimum time value t
min
in state hs
0
; ;i, we
move to one of three dierent classes of states, one for each possible winning
clock. Afterwards, a temporal transition labeled with a numeric time value t
between 0 and t
min
is taken, and each residual duration is accordingly modied
by subtracting t
min
from the residual lifetime of each clock. For the sake of
readability in Fig. 4 we just depict one trace leading from s
0
to a state s
1
which belongs to the class of states for which C
n
2
is the winning clock (i.e. t
2
is t
min
), and then from s
1
to the state s
2
via the transition labeled with the
time value t
2
, so that in s
2
the clock C
n
2
is terminated. In state s
2
the residual
lifetimes of the remaining active clocks C
n
1
and C
n
3
are t
1
  t
min
and t
3
  t
min
respectively. By exploiting this information an adversary may already know
which clock between C
n
1
and C
n
3
will terminate rst and consequently guide
the nondeterministic choice in state s
2
.
In Fig. 5 we show the semantics of the IGSMP of Fig. 3 obtained by
following the approach that we adopt in this paper, which is based on the
spent lifetimes of clocks. Each state is enriched with: (i) the set of active
clocks together with their spent lifetimes, and (ii) a pair C
n
: t containing the
time value sampled by the winning clock in a timed state of the IGSMP and
the clock name. The latter eld is set to \ " whenever the IGSMP is not in a
timed state. The sampling executed in state hs
0
; ;; i leads to a state where
the three starting clocks are associated with the spent lifetime 0 (because the
corresponding transition does not represent a passage of time but simply the
result of the sampling), and the winning clock C
n
and its sampled value are
reported too. As in the case of Fig. 4, in Fig. 5 we just report one trace leading
from s
0
to a state s
1
which belongs to the class of states for which C
n
2
is the
winning clock (i.e. C
n
2
is C
n
min
and t
2
is its sampled value), and then from s
1
to the state s
2
via the transition labeled with the value t
2
, so that in s
2
the
clock C
n
2
is terminated. In state s
2
the spent lifetimes of the remaining active
clocks C
n
1
and C
n
3
are both equal to t
2
, and their residual durations depend
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Fig. 3. Example of an IGSMP
on both such a value and the duration distribution associated with the clocks.
Since, according to this approach, the time to termination of clocks C
n
1
and
C
n
3
is re-sampled, an adversary cannot gain in advance any information about
the future behavior of the system and he cannot exploit this information when
resolving the nondeterministic choice in state s
2
.
n1 n2 n3
n1
<s ,{(C  ,t −t ),(C  ,t −t )}>  
t
.
.
.
...
τ
τ
...
2
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.
.
.
.
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1
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Fig. 4. Example of semantics based on residual lifetimes
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1
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Fig. 5. Example of semantics based on spent lifetimes
In the following we introduce some preliminary denitions which are needed
to dene the semantics of IGSMPs.
Denition 4.2 Given a duration probability distribution f 2 PDF
+
and a
time value t 2 RI
+
[f0g, we denote by [f j t] the residual duration distribution
of a clock C
n
with duration distribution f which, after t time units from when
it started, has not terminated yet (t is its spent lifetime). More formally, if T
is a random variable with distribution f , i.e. 8t
0
2 RI : f(t
0
) = P (T  t
0
), then
[f j t] is the probability distribution dened as follows. For all t
0
2 RI we have
that:
[f j t](t
0
) = P (T  t
0
+ t j T > t)
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Theorem 4.3 Given f 2 PDF
+
and t 2 RI
+
[ f0g, we have that for all
t
0
2 RI
+
[ f0g:
[f j t](t
0
) =
f(t+ t
0
)  f(t)
1  f(t)
Consider a family of probability distribution functions f
1
; : : : ; f
k
2 PDF .
We denote by R(f
1
; : : : ; f
k
) the probability space
Q
i=1:::k
( RI ;B( RI ); P
i
), where
P
i
is the unique probability measure on B( RI ) obtained from f
i
(see Theo-
rem 3.8).
Denition 4.4 Let the residual duration distribution of the set of clocks
C
n
1
; : : : ; C
n
k
in execution in an IGSMP state be f
1
; : : : ; f
k
, i.e. the probability
that a certain tuple of residual durations (t
1
; : : : ; t
k
) is sampled from the clocks
is described by the probability space R(f
1
; : : : ; f
k
). For each I  f1; : : : ; kg
such that jIj  2, the event Term(I) of contemporaneous termination of the
clocks fC
n
i
j i 2 Ig in execution is the following measurable subset of the
sample space RI
k
:
Term(I) = f(t
1
; : : : ; t
k
) j 9t: (8i 2 I: t
i
= t) ^ (8i =2 I: t
i
> tg
Since in an IGSMP clocks in execution in a state cannot terminate at the
same time instant (see Sect. 2.1) we have that each event Term(I) of con-
temporaneous termination of a subset fC
n
i
j i 2 Ig of the clocks in execution
C
n
1
; : : : ; C
n
k
occurs with probability 0. More formally, we have that in each
state of an IGSMP, if ( RI
k
;F ; P ) is the probability space R(f
1
; : : : ; f
k
) ex-
pressing the residual duration of the clocks C
n
1
; : : : ; C
n
k
in execution in the
state, for each I  f1; : : : ; kg such that jIj  2, we have P (Term(I)) = 0. We
exploit this fact in order to reduce the domain of the probability space for a set
of active clocks. In particular instead of considering the entire R(f
1
; : : : ; f
k
)
we can just restrict to consider

R(f
1
; : : : ; f
k
) dened as follows.
Denition 4.5

R(f
1
; : : : ; f
k
) is the triple (

RI
k
;

F ;

P ) dened as follows. Let
( RI
k
;F ; P ) be the probability space R(f
1
; : : : ; f
k
), then we have:


RI
k
= RI
k
 
S
If1;:::;kg;jIj2
Term(I)


F = fE  F j E 

RI
k
g


P = f(E; p) j E 2

F ^ (E; p) 2 Pg
Theorem 4.6 Let ( RI
k
;F ; P ) be the probability space R(f
1
; : : : ; f
k
). If 8I 
f1; : : : ; kg: jIj  2 ) P (Term(I)) = 0, then

R(f
1
; : : : ; f
k
) is a probability
space.
We are now in a position to formally dene the semantics of an IGSMP.
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(P1)
(9C
n
: s
C
 
n
   ! ) ^ fC
n
1
; : : : ; C
n
k
g = dom(v)
P (hs; v; i) = Sample
fn
i
g
s;v
(

R([D(C
n
1
) j v(C
n
1
)]; : : : ; [D(C
n
k
) j v(C
n
k
)]) )
(P2)
(9C
n
; w: s
<C
+
n
;w>
   ! ) ^ Pr = f ( <C
n
; s
0
>; w=TW (s) ) j s
<C
+
n
;w>
   ! s
0
g
P (hs; v; i) =
P
<C
n
;s
0
>2dom(Pr)
Pr(<C
n
; s
0
>)  P (hs
0
; v [ f(C
n
; 0)g; i)
(T1) hs; v; C
n
:ti
t
0
   !hs; v + t
0
; i 0  t
0
< t
(T2)
s
C
 
n
   ! s
0
hs; v; C
n
:ti
t
   !hs
0
; (v   C
n
) + t; i
(T3)
(69: s

   ! ) ^ s

   !=
hs; v; i
t
   !hs; v; i
t  0
(A1)
s

   ! s
0
hs; v; i

   !hs
0
; v; i
(A2)
s
a
   ! s
0
hs; v; C
n
:ti
a
   !hs
0
; v; i
TW (s) =
P
fjw j 9C
n
: s
<C
+
n
;w>
   ! jg
Sample
fn
i
g
s;v
(t
1
; : : : ; t
k
) = hs; v; C
n
min
:t
min
i
where min is the only index i such that: t
i
= min
j2f1;:::;kg
t
j
Table 2
Semantic rules for IGSMPs
Denition 4.7 The semantics of an IGSMP G = (; C; D;Act ; T
+
; T
 
; T
a
; s
0
)
is the RISTTS [[G]] = (
0
; RI
+
[ f0g;Act ; P; T
t
; T
a
; s
0
0
) where:


0
= (  Spent  Sample) is the set of states of the RISTTS, where
Spent , ranged over by v, is the set of partial functions from C to RI
+
[
f0g, expressing the time already spent in execution by the clocks currently
in execution in the IGSMP (clocks in the domain of Spent), and Sample,
ranged over by sample, is the set (C  ( RI
+
[ f0g) ) [ f g, where a pair
(C
n
; t), also written C
n
: t, denotes that the IGSMP is currently executing
a set of clocks and that clock C
n
has sampled the minimum residual time
delay with t being the value of such a delay; while \ " denotes that started
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clocks are not under execution (e.g. the IGSMP is in a choice state or in a
silent state).

RI
+
[ f0g is the time domain: we consider continuous time.

Act is the set of standard actions considered in the IGSMP.

P , which associates a probability space (expressing next state probability)
to some of the states in 
0
, is dened to be the least partial function on 
0
satisfying the operational rules in the rst part of Table 2.

T
t
is the set of timed transitions which are dened as the least relation over

0
 ( RI
+
[ f0g) 
0
satisfying the operational rules in the second part of
Table 2.

T
a
is the set of action transitions which are dened as the least relation over

0
 Act  
0
satisfying the operational rules in the third part of Table 2.

s
0
0
= hs
0
; ;; i is the initial state of the RISTTS, where the IGSMP is in
the initial state and no clock is in execution.
In Table 2 we make use of the following notation. Given v 2 Spent , we
dene v C
n
to be the partial function obtained from v by removing C
n
(and
the associated value) from its domain. We dene v + t, with t 2 RI
+
[ 0,
to be the partial function obtained from v by adding t to the time value
associated with each clock in the domain of v. We use the notation fn
i
g to
stand for fn
i
g
i=1:::k
, representing the sequence of names n
1
; : : : n
k
(in Table 2
the length k of the sequence is always claried by the context in which fn
i
g is
used). Finally in the forth part of Table 2 we dene two auxiliary functions.
The function TW :   ! RI
+
[ f0g computes the overall weight of the
clock start transitions leaving a state of an IGSMP. Moreover, given a sate of
the IGSMP s 2 , a partial function mapping active clock into their spent
lifetimes v 2 Spent , and a sequence fn
1
; : : : ; n
k
g of clock indexes, the function
Sample
fn
i
g
s;v
maps a tuple (t
1
; : : : ; t
k
) of time values sampled by clocks into the
corresponding state hs; v; C
n
min
: t
min
i reached in the RISTTS, where min is
the index of the clock which sampled the least time value. Note that function
Sample
fn
i
g
s;v
is used in Table 2 for deriving (via induction, see Denition 3.4)
a probability space over the states of the RISTTS from the probability space

R([D(C
n
1
) j v(C
n
1
)]; : : : ; [D(C
n
k
) j v(C
n
k
)]) over residual durations sampled
by active clocks in a state of the IGSMP.
Theorem 4.8 Let G
0
, G
00
be two well-named IGSMPs. If G
0
 G
00
then [[G
0
]] 
[[G
00
]].
The following theorems show that the semantics of well-named IGSMPs is
indeed compositional.
Theorem 4.9 Let G
0
, G
00
be two well-named IGSMPs. For each S  Act fg
we have [[G
0
]] k
S
[[G
00
]]  [[G
0
k
S
G
00
]].
Theorem 4.10 Let G be a well-named IGSMP. For each L  Act   fg we
have [[G]]=L  [[G=L]].
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5 Conclusion
Dealing with non-determinism in probabilistic systems with general distribu-
tions raises a series of problems, including the correct management of the
residual durations of generally distributed delays in system states and the in-
terplay of non-deterministic choices and probabilistic behaviors of temporal
delays. The former problem can be solved by representing the temporal be-
havior of a system by using clocks (as in Timed Automata [23]) or elements
(as in GSMPs [21]) whose durations are associated with generally distributed
random variables. In particular we can correctly manage the residual dura-
tions of active clocks (elements) in system states with two dierent approaches
which are borrowed from the theory of GSMPs: one based on spent clock life-
times and one based on residual clock lifetimes. In this paper we have shown
how to apply the former approach to the specication and analysis of concur-
rent systems including generally distributed delays, instead of using the latter
approach as previously done in the literature [14]. In the former approach
(similarly as in Timed Automata [23]) states are enriched with spent lifetimes
of clocks and for each timed state where a clock C
n
is active, the residual
duration of C
n
is sampled depending on both its spent lifetime and its asso-
ciated duration distribution. In the latter approach (similarly as in classical
Discrete Event Simulation [12]), the lifetime of each clock is sampled all at
once at the clock start event, and states are enriched with residual lifetimes
of clocks directly determining their residual duration. As we have shown, the
drawback of the approach based on residual lifetimes, with respect to the one
we propose, is that an adversary which is in charge of solving non-determinism
may get information about the future system behavior since the duration of
delays is decided a priori.
Our approach has been formalized by starting from the theory of Interac-
tive GSMPs [6]. We rst have characterized IGSMPs as a class of transition
systems and then we have introduced the class of the Interactive Stochastic
Timed Transition Systems (ISTTSs), which are both closed with respect to
CSP parallel and hiding operators. Then we have used ISTTSs to dene a
compositional semantics for IGSMPs which realizes the approach based on
spent lifetimes mentioned above.
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